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                                                  'Generalization of Double Illumination Method for Moire Topography

Sadahiko NAGAE *, Hiroko MATsuoKA** and Masaru M ATsuo***

(Recieved November 15, 1981)

                                                          '   Generalization of the doudle illumination method by two dght sources in moire topo-
graphy is discussed, and the three dimensional analysis of its mathematical basis is developed

for the following two cases: In one case the grating has a light intensity disuibution exprpss-

ed by a fundamental harmonic wave, and in the other case it has a light intenslty distribution

expressed by a periodic function with many components.
   The characteristios of the two cases are considered theoretically and seVeral exarnples of

the moird fringe patterns observed by the double Mumination method are presented.

1. lntroduction

   The method of Surface Contoursi) and Moir6 Topography2), which were first con-

ceived by D. M. Meadows et al and H. Takasaki independently, are excellent and ingenious

ways to observe contour lines of three dimensional objects. The both techniques use a

grating placed in front of an object to be tested, and compose interference fringes cailed

moire' by superimposing the original grating upon its shadow grating casted onto the sur-

face of the object. These methods have the fbllowing merits: Firstly, they do not need any

special coherent light sources such as a laser, and the resultant moire patterns themselves

give the contours directly displaying the depth of the surface from the plane of the grating

sereen. Secondly, the required experimental set up is enough to use common apparatuses

such as a 35 mm film loaded camera, standard slide projector, hand-made plane grating,

and so on. Thirdly, the depth interval between successive moird fringes has a practical

preclslon.

   Applications of these methods, however, are limited within the size up to a living

body, because it is difficult to make a grating screen with such a big size to cover the body,

keeping the grating 1ines straight and tight enough so that all the 1ines of the screen should

always have a good spacing and should be parallel. To cover the demerit, M. Suzuki et al3)

and Yoshizawa et a") independendently proposed another method to derive the same kind

of contour line, using moire interference fringes produced by a shadow grating projected

on the object and the original graing placed in front of i fdm loaded in a camera. The prin-

ciple itself is almost the same as that mentioned above, but a large field of applications is

possible because of the projecting system which can cover a bigger object. The necessary

equipment for this technique is not as simple as in the former methods, however the

resultant information is wider than that in the previously described technique.
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   On the other hand, J. D. Hovanesian et al5) advanced the latter method to extract

subtractive deformations alone from moire patterns, by usind a half mirror to overlap the

image of the original object onto the object after being defbrmed.

   Sometmes the former techniques by Meadows and Takasaki are called "The Solid

Gnating I ppe" and the latter techniques by Suzuki, YoShizawa and Hovanesian are called

"7he Ptojected Gratiirg 7)tpe". The both methods are widely used in these days not only

in the fields of general engineering needs6), but also of measuring human bodies from

medical needs7), and designing clothes from textile or cloth-manufacturing needs8).

S. Nagae et al have applied these moird techniques to the fields of Descriptive Geometry,

where arbitrary sections of a solid body and intersecting lines of more than two solid

bodies were obtained successfully9'" iO). The theory is based on that the contour 1ines by

moire methods correspond to the index projected lines in Descriptive Geometry when cer-

tain experimental conditions are satisfiedii). In these methods it is essential to obtain;

(i) a good visibility of the contour lmes in greater depths of the object, (li) shadow-free,

high contrast images, and (hi) a narrow line width of the moire fringes.

   The papers by D. M. Meadows et ali) and H. Takasaki2) refered to a two point light

source method as one of the expanded techniques to obtain shadow-free photographs,

however, any rigorous analysis on the method was not given. One of the main reasons

seems to be technical dithculties, for example, the difficulty in setting the two light

sources symmetrically to the observation point to obtain a good visibility and contrast.

   This paper describes a technique to diminish the experimental handicap, after showing

a mathematical analysis extended from two dimensional treatment to three dtmensional

one.

2. PimcipleandMethod

   The light intensity distribution transmitted from an original grating screen can be re-

garded as a carrier wave in communication theory, and the light intensity distribution due

to its shadow grating which is formed, by projection, on the surface of the object can be

regarded as a phase modulated wave. It can be said that another grating carrying an infor-

mation about the surface geometry of the object is generated from the original grating by

the projection. 1herefore, moire fringes are resulted from the interference between the

original and shadow gratings. The counter lines in the moir6 pattern correspond to a demo-

dulated wave to give the information of the surface geometry, though often buried in

various noises such as unwanted aliasing moire fringes, high hamionics' waves from the

original grating, and so on.

   In this section, the two-source method is developed to obtain a shadow-free, high con-

trast moire pattern of the object under test, and two cases are mathematically treated;

one is a case ofa grating with transmittace ofa fundamental harmonic wave (n = 1), and

another is a case of a grating with transmittance of high harmonics' waves (n . eo). The

technical methods for designing the grating wil1 be described on the two cases in the solid

grating type arrangement.
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2.1 Grating having fundamental harmonic transmittance

   In Fig. 1, the x and J2 axes are taken perpendicular and parallel to the 1ines of the plane

grating screen (G) respectively, whereas the z axis is taken along the normal to the screen

surface. Two light sources (Si) and (S2), and an observation point (C) are on a line parallel

to the plane of the screen and separated by distance h from it. Let the first light source

(Si) be on the z axis, and the observation point (C) be separated by distancesdi andd2,

respectively from the light sources (Si) and (S2). And let the initial position of the screen,

which is displaced along the x" plane during observation, is to be at a distance e from the

origin (O) in the direction of the x axis. The object to be tested is placed on the opposite

slde of the grating screen to the light sources.
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Fig. 1.                                     'Schematic representation of two-source method in moire topotraphy. The letters (W),

(R) and (Q) are the points in plane on the surfaoe of the grating, with which the 1ines

S,P, CP and S,P are intersected. The letter xp is a distanoe from the point (Oy, ) to

the point (Oz), which is right above the point (P) on the surface of an object and an

intersecting point where the perpendicular 1ine POz meets with the plane of the grat-

ing. The depth of the point (P) from the plane is z, which is taken positive to

downward.

   When the surface of the object is illuminated through the grating by a point source

(Si), the projecteds shadow grating is formed on the surface. Then, the light intensity in

the smab surface area around a point (P) is described asi),

      Ii (x, jv) oc [-ll- + -ll- sinI 2pT, (xp + e)/ co s¢i - 2pn6, z tan ei}] . (1)

   If the period of the sinusoidal wave, i.e., the grating constant be po , the corresponding

period of the grating in the WO direction is II = po/cos ¢i , and further the period of the
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shadow grating around the point (P) can be obtained as

      p'= {(h +z)po lh cos ¢i }, (2)
by a simple geometrical consideration.

   Here it is noted that the sources are not collimated so that the period ofthe shadow

grating must increase as the distance from the screen increases. If the surface area around

the point (P), illuminated by the first light source (Si) alone, is observed through the

sereen, the intensity distribution found by the eye or on a Mm at the point (C) will be the

product of the intensity transmittance in Eq. (1), and the intensity transmittance of the

original grating.

Namely,

      ii,, - iC?Si Wc,,,,OC,･,Yi Z) [ t+ -ll- ,in{ 2,vr,

                           × (xp + e)/cos ¢i - p2,4 z tan ei li

           × [e + -II sin{ p2rr. (xp+e)/cos ip2 + ilgl, ztan e2}] , (3)

where the period of the original grating in the 02R direction is p6' =po/cos ¢2, and the

period of the shadow graing arround the point (P), viewed from the point (C) is given as

      p"={(h+z)polh cos ¢2 }. (4)
In Eq. (3), Iis the light intensity of the source (Si)emitted onto the small area around the

point (P), Wi(x, y, z) is the angle between the incident ray (li) and the surface normal at

the point (P), and ri (x, y, z) is the distance from the source (Si) to the point (P).

Then, Eq. (3) becomes

      jls, = iC,O,,Sil:lygl!i;;'Z) [-lt + } sm{ iJs-ili[ltl-zr (xp+e)

           - 2vr ztanei cos¢, × -L+-L sin 2Th    po l] [2 2 {po(h+z)

                  × (xp+e)+ ':ti ztan e2 cos ¢2 l]

=Ki [i+sinIpo (2nhh+z) (xp+e)- p27o ztanei cos¢i}

 +sinI po (2Zhh+z)(xp+e)+ 2p7o ztan e2 cos¢2}

 --ii- coslpo (4hTh+ z) (xp+e)+ 2pTi (tan e2 cos ip2 -tan ei

 +-iY cos 2pZoZ I(tan ei cos ¢i +tan e2 cos ¢2 )}],

(5-a)

COS ¢1) }

(5-b)
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where Ki =I cos Wi (x, y, z) /2rtil (x, y, z) is taken as a constant by assuming that the

slopes of the surface vary only slowly and cosWi (x, y, z) is substantially constant, irres-

pectively of the position of (P), over an appreciable area of the surface.

   wnen the surface around the point (P) is illuminated only by the second light source

(S2) through the grating and is observed again through the grating, the intensity distribu-

tion wil1 be given similarly by '

IS2 =
Icos W2 x, y, z) B 'tsin{ 2Th

r,2 (x, y, z) Po (h +z)

×(xp+e)+ p2rro ztan e3 cos ¢3 }I

× l -ll- ' -li'- sinl 2rrh

Po (h +z)

(xp + e) + p2rr, z tan e2 cos ¢2 l ]. (6-a)

That is,

]ls, = K2 [1+sin{po 27h

(h+z)
(xp+e)+ ;: ztane3 cos ¢3 }

+sin
I po (2nhh+z)(xp+e)+ p2rro ztane2 cos ip2}

           --S- cos{po (4hTh+z)(xp+e)+ 2pirzo (tan e3 cos ¢3 +tan e2 cos ¢2)}

           +t cos{ 2pTi (tan e3 cos ¢3 -tan e2 cos ¢2 )}], (6-b)

where K2 =Icos W2 (x,7, z)/24 Cx, y, z) isaconstant.

   On the other hand, the following relations will be derived by a stmple geometrical con-

sideration (see Fig. 1).

tan e1 cos ¢1 + tan e2 cos ¢2 = di /(h+z), (7)

and

tan e3 cos ¢3 -tan e2 cos ip2 =d2 /(h+z). (8)

   To return to Eqs. (5-b) and (6-b), the first term isaD.C.(bias) component that gives

a constant light intensity contributing to the back ground, and the high harmonics terms

containing e should be averaged out of the expression if the screen is moved along its plane

in the direction of the x axis, during observation, as Meadows and Takasaki pointed out.

Finally, the last cosine terms represent the moirepatterns by the first and second light

sources (Si) and (S2) formed for the small area around the point (P).

   By substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) to the last cosine terms mentioned above and con-

sidering that the maxtmum and minimum of the terms correspond to the bright and dark
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fringes of the moire patterns,

     latlZS =2nv
      p, (h+zs,)

and

the following equations can be derived,

                   nv
    then Zs, = dl!po -N ' (9-a)

        2rd2zs                                         nv
      'iJs-(-]i÷i Ests:-s-, =27tlV then zs,= d21po-N , (9-b)

                          '
where IV is an integer to specify the order of the fringe 1ines. Thus the IV-th fringe line

gives an equal depth line. It is evident that the two moire patterns described by Eqs. (5)

and (6) coinside if the condition di =d2 =d holds. That is, exact doubling of the countors

can be realized by using two light sources arranged symmetrically about the observation

point (C). To obtain a good visibility of the moire fringes with this two-source system,

however, it is very important to set the two offset projectors exactly in the symmetrical

position. When this condition is satisfied, the, moire pattern obtained with simultaneous

mumination has the sum ofthe light intensity, IS, and"ls, ･

   On the other hand, it is possible to obtain the intensity multiplication jls, × IS, by

taking the pictures of the images under separated exposures and then superimosing two

negative Mms of the moire patterns.

   Correspondmg to Eqs. (5-b) and (6-b), the intqnsity distributions of the moire fringes

observed under separated exposures are

      ls, Ai-!tiiL{i+cos p2,n (hdiz )}, (io-a)

and

      ls, "v S2' {1+cos 2pvr,(hdi,)}. (lo-b)

If the photographs are taken under the same conditions, the two constants K{ and K5

should be Kl =K6 =K'.

   Therefore, for the case of the intensity sum, I]s = lls, + Ils, ,

      iisrNK'{1+cos 7/ ( hElii[, )} (ii)

and for the case ofthe intensity multiplication, I3g = I]s, × Iisr, ,

      ils- Ki2 li+cos Sg (hli4, )l2. (i2)

   In Fig. 2, the intensity curves are shown for Is, Ils and 2 × ]lir respective!y, where

the vertical axis is proportional to the intensity level and the abscissa is taken asf(z) = 2ciz

/ po ( h + z ). Therefore the moire fringe visibility becomes better under the multiplica-
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Fig. 2. Intensity curves in moire fringes ,(I) for IS, (II) for IS and (III) for 2 × IS, respectively.

tion I's = ls, × Ils, , if the transmittance of the used screen is supposed to be a form of the

fundermental wave.

2.2 Grating having higher harmonics transmittance

   In the section 2.1 , the contour 1ines formed by a sinusoidal grating with only the fund-

amental component has been analyzed. In this section, disscussion will be given on the

contour 1ines fbrmed by a grating whose light transmittance has many higher harmonics

components.

   When the surface of the object is illuminated by the two point sources, through the

grating having a transmittance expressed by an arbitrary periodic function, and observed

from the point (C), through the grating, the intensity distribution found for the surface

area around the point (P) is expressed as,

      Is,=Ci [1+g{po (2hTh+z) x- p2To ztanei cos¢i }]

           × [ 1 + g I po (2hvr+h z ) x + p2 To z tan e2 cos ¢2 } ] , (1 3)

      ls,"C2 [i+g{po ihrr+hz) x+ 2pvro ztan e3 cos ¢3 )}]

           × [i+g{po ihT+hz) x+ p2To ztan e2 cos ¢2 )}], (i4)

where in comparison with Eqs. (5-b) and (6-b),x "xp + e, and the constants ofCi and C2

are Ci = axi and C2 = 2K2, respectively.

   The arbitrary function gOc) expressing the transmittance of the grating can be ex-

panded into the following Fourier series;

             co      g(x)= E (a. sin nx+b. cos nx ). (15)
            n=1
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By substituting Eq. (15) into Eqs. (13) and (14), the light intensities become

      ilsi"Ci <i+ .S.i [an sinI 2pTon (hlll!lz -ztan ei cos¢! )}

                                   '
          +b. cos{ 2prron (hh+Xz -ztan ei cos ¢i)}l

                '

          +.tLi [an sin{ 2pTon (h4z +z tan e2 cos ¢2 )}

          +b. cos{ 2prron (hlllz +ztan e2 cos ¢2)}1

          "il'.S. , [( aZ + bZ ) cos I ivr("hd.i,Z) ]

          +(b2. - a2. )cos { 2pnon (hlllllzl +z tan e2 cos ¢2 -z tan ei cos ¢i )l

          +a.b. sin{ 2pvron (hllllllzl +z tan e2 cos ¢2 -z tan ei cos ¢i )} ]

          +m;i n.Zooi (bm bn - am an )cos [ p2Zo [(Mi+n)z hx

            (m in)

                            +z(m tan e2 cos ¢2 - n tan el cos ¢1 )]]

          +(aman+bmbn)cos[ ;: I(ni+Mz)hX -z(n tanei cos ¢i

          +m tan e2 cos ¢2 )1] +(a. b. +a.b. )sin [ ;: I(ni+Mz) hX

                '

          -z(n tan ei cos ¢i -m tan e2 cos ¢2)}] + (a.b. - a.b.) sin [;:

          ((Mi+nz) hX +z(n tan ei cos ¢i +m tan e2 cos ¢2 )}] >, (1 6)
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Ls,"C2 <i+ .:i [a. sin{ 2pnon (h4z -ztan e3 cos ¢3 )l

    +b. cos{ 2pZon (hh+Xz -ztan e3 cos ¢3 )}]

    +.Zi[an sin( 2prron (h4z +ztane? cos ¢2)}

   +b. cos{ ;:n (hh+Xz                    +z tan e2 cos ¢2 )}]

   + -ll- .S., [(a2n + b2n ) cos {p3T("hd+2,Z) } ,

                                                  '                                         '             '
   +(b2. - a2. )cosI 2pnon (h2h+Xz +z tan e2 cos ¢2 +z tan e3 cos ¢3 )}

                                                '   +anb. sinI ;,:n ( hllllliz¥ +z tan e2 cos ¢2 +z tan e3 cos ¢3 )}]

   + mX :tS; [( bmbn - aman )cos [ ;: {-!L{t!i ?-kl.++nz) hx

       +z(m tan e2 cos ¢2 +n tan e3 cos ¢3 )}] '

   +(a.a. +b.b.)cos[ p2To {(ni+Mz)hX -z(m tan e2 cos ¢2

                                  -n tan e3 cos ¢3 )}]

   +(a.a. +b.b.)sin [ p2To {(Mh++nz) hX -z(m tan e2 cos ¢2

                                  -n tan e3 cos ¢3 )}]

   +(anbm - am b.)sin [ ;I ((n: +Mz) hX

       +z(n tan e3 cos ¢3 -mtan e2 cos ¢2 )}]]> (17)

       tt

133
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Again, the terms which represent the moir6 patterns around the point (P) on the surface

are obtained after averaging out other terms,

Is, "" Ci [1+-ll- .Zl(a2n +b2n)cos{ 2zndiz
Po (h +z)

}
l
･

(18)

and

                  S.¥., 2 2 {p,2(""hd.2Z.) }]. (ig)      jls, 'v C2 [1+- Z (an+bn)COS

   CIearly, the two moire patterns by the two light sources coinside if the condition

di =d2 =d holds. Moreover, when the photographs are taken under precisely the same

conditions, the two constants Ci and C2 should be the same, Ci = C2 = C. Then, the in-

tensities should become IS,, = IS, = IS,

      ls N C [1+-lt .S--,(a2. +b2. )cos 2prr, ( h"+dZ, )] . (2o)

The intensity distribution of the moire pattern, I]s is expressed by a Fourier series whose

coefficients are the square of the coefficients in the intensity transmittance of the grating.

Suppose that the intensity transmittance is given by a square wave,

            t 1; for (mpo +6/2)>.x ;2 (mpo - 6/2 ),m = 1, 2, 3, .....

      g(X)=io;fbr elsewhere '

where 6 (<po ) is the slit width. Then, the coefficients a. andbn become

      a.= -36L sinc(nirr), b.=o ' (2i)

   Except for the case of 6 ¥ po, a. must diminish rapidly with increasing n along the

envelope of the sinc-function. This tendency is more intensified for the square of the co-

efficients and thus the moire intensity distribution given by Eq. (20) becomes closer to

that in Eq. (11) or (1 2).

   For practical use, the sht width 6 is taken in the range (1/5]hpo A- (4/5]hpo. Numerical

computations indicate that both the contrast and visibility evaluated from Eqs. (20) and

(21) are worse than those obtained with Eq. (1 1) or (12). Therefore, the grating having the

fundamental sinusoidal wave transmittance is better in use fot the moire topography.

                           3. Experiment

   In the present study, two 100 watt projector lamps were placed at an equal distance,

90 cm from the camera, which was directed to the center of the plane grating screen with

its axis along the normal to the screen. The distance between the camera and the screen

was varied dependmg upon the size of the object to be tested. In general, it is known
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that the smaller the size of the light source is, the sharper the contrast of the bright and

dark strips become. But a source too smad in size is not always recommended, because it

wil1 not give enough illumination required for taking photographs. A variable pin hole,

O.5 .v 3 mm in diameter, was placed at the focal point of the condenser lens of the pTo-

jector, and this pin hole was regarded as a practical light source.

   The object was placed behind the grating at a proper distance. The frame of the

sereen was made of an iron angle, 1.5 m in width and 1.2 m in height. [he grating lines

were constructed with black nylon strings. Both ends of the sttmgs were fixed with iron

rod-screws onto the iron flame to stretch them in desired parallelity and spacing. The

spacing of the gradng was 2 mm, whereas the diameter of the strings was O.8 mm.

3.1 in Case of Simple Models

   Photo. 1 shows a right cone model of 20 cm height contoured by the system described

above, where Photo. 1 (a) is by the illumination (IS,) from the source (Si), and Photo.1

(b) is by the Mumination (IS,) from the source (S2). 'Rie main distances of the experi-

mental set up are po = 2 mm, di = d2 = 90 cm, and h = 105 cm, with the depth difference

between succesive fringes as small as Az = 2.3 mm. The aperture of the camera lens should

be kept small to have an enough forcal depth. The exposures were about4 seconds with an

ASA 4oo Mm and aperture .t122.

           (a) (b)
Photo. 1. Contouring lines ofaright cone model, where (a) is by 1]s, and (b) is by jls,･
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   Photo.2 sliows the same model observed under double illumination, the exposure

time being one half of that in Photo.1. Photo.2 (a) is the result of the simultaneous

Mumination, while Photo. 2 (b) is the result of the alternate Mumination. The former was

taken by a single exposure under simultaneous ruuminations (Zs,) and (IS.), and the latter

was taken on a fthn under successive exposures, firstly by the Mumination (lls,) alone,

and secondly by the ruumination (IS,) alone. It is seen that the moire fringes in the two

photographs are identical. The symmetry of the double Muminating was always confirmed

by such coincidence of the moire patterns obtained under the simultaneous and alternative

Muminations.

   In comparison with Photo.1, it is clear that the patterns in Photo.2 are free from

shadow. Further, the observed fringes are sharper than in Photo. 1, and keep enough

visibility.

             (a) (b)
Photo. 2 Contouring lmes of the same model as shown in the Photo. 1, where (a) is taken with

       sirnultaneous Mumination; IS, and Ils,, and (b) is taken with alternate

       Mumination ; ls,                   or l]s2'

    Photo.3 shows intersecting bodies consisting of the right cone used above anda

cylinder that crosses at right angle. The experimental conditions were the same as those

for Photo.2. Photo. 3 (a) is a case that the cylinder pierces the cone, while Photo. 3 (b)

is acase that the cone pierces the cylinder. The moire fringes formed on each surface of

the corn and cylinder with common numbers N=.1, 2, 3,.... correspond to equi-depth

lines on the surfaces and are encountered with each other on the inter-section 1ine, as
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(a) (b)

Photo. 3 Contouring lines of an intersecting bodies, where (a) is a case that a cylinder

        pierces a cone while (b) is a case that a cone pierces a cylinder. The both

        cases are free from shadow effects.

declared in Descriptive Geometryi2).

3.2 In Case of Complex Models

   Photo. 4 shows a mannequin of living size contoured by the two-source method, where

Photo. 4 (a) is by the Mumination to have the intensity sum (IS, +ls,) and the Photo. 4

(b) is by the illumination to yield the intensity multiplication (Ils, × I]s,). The main geo-

metrical parameters are po = 2 mm, di = d2 z 90 cm, h = 189 cm and Az = 4.2 mm. The

exposures are about 30 seconds with an ASA 400 Mm and aperture f122. As seen in

Photo. 4, the visibility is better in the latter pattern (b) than in the former one (a). The

result wM be discussed later in connection with the characteristics of the grating and light

source used in the experiment, In general, however, the use of smaller pin holes and more

powerfu1 light sources such as an Xe larnp or quartziodine lamp seems to be favarable in

order to assure of the enough visibility for the objects ofmore complex structures. Similar

consideration is also essential when the moire patterns are to be taken ofmoving objects.
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(a) (b)

Photo.4 Contouring 1ines ofamannequin of living size, where (a) is by (1]s,+ IS,) and (b) is

        ( ISI × Ils2).                The both cases are free from shade and shadow effects.
        ( > mark shows the breast 1ines where microphotometric scanning was performed.)

4. DiscussionandConclusion

   The experiments were mainly performed with the grating made ofblack nylon strings.

The sectional outer shape of the strings can be regarded as a circle, O.4 mm in radius, and

therefore, if the light source is strictly a point source, the light intensity distribution of the

projected shade onto the surface of the object should be discribed by a step function,

which corresponds to gOc) containing a number of higher harmonics' wave components.

in practice, however, the pin hole used as a real light source has an appreciable size, say,

3 mm in diameter, and the edge of the shade ofeach string becomes dim because of inevit-

able appearance of the penumbra and partial transparency at the string edge. The situa-

tions suggest that the transmittance of the grating may be of the fundamental sine wave.

   In order to check the intensity curves predicted in Fig. 2, the two negative photogra-

phic films of the moire patterns shown already in Photo. 4 are scanned along the breast

line (skown with > - < marks) with a microphotometer. The intensity distribution curves

thus obtained are shown in Fig. 3, where the bias levels for the two Mms (a) and (b) were

adjusted so as to be coincident. Investigating the two curves, the visibility and contrast

seem to be better in the Mm (b), i.e., ( Jls, × ls,) than in the Mm (a), i･e･, (ls, + IS,),

which leads to a conclusion that the grating should behave as a grating of the sinusoidal
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Fig. 3 Intensity curves scanned along the breast lines on the Photo. 4 (a) and (b) with

a microphotometer.

Photo. 5 Contouring lmes of a manequin of

living size, which was given by in-

tensity multlplication of (1 - IS, )

× Is,'

Photo. 6 The moir6 topography of a flared

skirt having complex curved surface,

whose photograph is free from
shadow.
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fbrm as mentioned above. It should be noted here, that a better contrast and visibility may

be obtained if the moire fringes are constructed by such an intensity multiplication as ( 1 -

1ls, ) × ls, Or 11g, × ( 1 -IS,)･ Photo. 5 is a photograph of this type which was obtained

by superimposing a negative Mm on a positive Mm instead of using two negative Mms as

in Photo. 4.

   Photo. 6 shows a manneqin wearing a skirt as an example of the complex objects,

contoured by the present double Mumination technique of the intensity sum. Fairly clear

shade-free moir6 fringes were obtainable even on the part of the skirt, which is oflow re-

fiection and has a complex external shape. In this example, the light sources and pin holes

are the same as in other observations. As mensioned before, however, smaller pin holes and

more powerfu1 light sources may improve visibility and contrast.

   In conclusion, the two-source method is effective, to obtain shadow-free moire pattern

from which one can deduce sectional shape of the objects in a practical accuracy and preci-

sion.
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